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About This Game

BEATris : Rhythm! Puzzle! Action! 

Survive the block-hell situation until the end of the music. Control the blocks falling with the beats and fill the lines to destroy
them. Enjoy the music while the level shifts with the rhythm.

BEATris presents a new wave in rhythm game genre. Inspired by the classic puzzle game Tetris, the game gives you a strategic
gameplay with the rhythmical flow from the music.

Features

 Various EDM Soundtracks to enjoy

 Unique levels that are brutally fun

 Make creative levels with your favorite music on Level Editor

 Share your levels on Steam Workshop

 With Steam Cloud integration, create your level anywhere everwhere
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 Much more to come...
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It's Portal, with an old white-haired guy, in 16-bit platform setting, and no AI-drama.. The better of the two YouTuber packs if
examining them purely based on visuals. You have the typical "big muscle" super hero on Mark, a more comedic "animal
costume" super hero on Jesse, a fairly average looking guy for Nova (in game he looks Fabio af tho), and FREAKING LINK
FROM ZELDA?!
I'm shocked that TinyBuild managed to give PBG a Link costume without getting sued. He even does a little sword taunt (ala
Link from Super Smash Bros) if you taunt as him.

This pack has some spice, unlike YouTuber Pack 2 which consists of two men in drag and two furries.. Just finally got to play it
with a friend and had a blast.
The game is good. Play it. It needs more players.. This is an old point + click adventure game. Unfortunately it doesn't switch to
fullscreen correctly under the latest Windows 10 CU's which leads to stability issues (and just looks plain bad), despite a few
video options being available.

It's a shame when old games become too old to be played, but that's the case with Alter Ego. I can't conscionably recommend
any game that doesn't work reasonably well on a modern PC.. It's not often that i play a game that makes me feel like playing
through again but while handicaping myself in different ways like only using one controller or not using certain powers. I find
this game so fun and i want to play more. Would love to see lots more content.
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Despite my time spent in Alter Ego, this game can be finished in around 6 hours. Game itself is not that bad. True that the
graphics are not that good and animations are quite bad for today standards but if you are prepared to overlook these points you
will find quite enjoyable journey. I personaly enjoyed playing this game even though it feels like the story isnt finished.. Good
game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended getting it!. As the pun in the title states, this game is about the atmosphere: the
setting and the soundtrack are beautiful and mesmerizing.

In this game, you play as a sphere that rolls around picking up diamonds and coins, which at first is really hard to control, but
you'll get used to it. While you avoid traps and try not to fall, you'll discover and enjoy the aesthetically pleasing surroundings
designed by the team behind this game. This platformer might be different than what you've played before due to its
groundbreaking concept, but it's really fun.. This game has an adorable art style, and the concept is fun in theory. In execution, I
found the gameplay overly simplistic while also being extremely hand-holdy (which is a frustrating combo). Maybe if I played
more than a few minutes it would really open up, but I was so bored by the starting level; that I really didn't feel like going
further.. Game is broken, runs at 10fps.... Awsome HL2 mod. Vehicles for rampage.. Get ready to save the world as Dr Daisy
Pet Vet!!!! Its hardcore as you take on the extreme world of puppies, kittens, and even lions, wouldnt be hardcore without lions
right? As Dr.Dasiy life and death must be weighed in your hands as you deal with sick animals who are sad, have broken bones
and get sick. Make life changing decisions such as what type of floor to have, or what kind of desk the secretary should have to
maximize her efficient output so you can better work with the animals. A fun story combined with changes in the scenery and
types of animals keeps the game interesting. Sometimes it felt repetitive at the end of the game, but all of that is quickly cast
aside as you realize lives are on the line!

Rating: 10\/10 Value: $6.99
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